EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED

- Registration N: HE130716
- Founded: June 7, 2002
- Current state: registered
- Registered: Cyprus
- Address: 'Ιριδος, 7Α, 'Εγκωμη 2412, Λευκωσία, Κύπρος

EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED

Last profile update: Sept. 1, 2020

Documents external links

- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED Extract from the company register
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2016
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2015
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2014
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2013
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2012
- EFLEN CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED annual report 2011

Connections:

- Close associates
  - Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich - beneficiary
Related companies

- LOGOTAX DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED – Lender (financial partner)
- Football Club Dynamo Moscow JSC – Lender (financial partner)
- Bank ‘SMP Bank’ JSC – Bank

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich
Hockey Federation of Russia, Chairman of the Board
beneficiary
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